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A Perfect Ten

· trends ·

CS Brides spotlights 10 of the hottest accessories, services and more for 2010 weddings!
Get ready to be inspired | By Emily Howald |

Christine Anderson and Dan Sheehy
chose Jeremy Lawson to capture their big
day on June 28, 2009 at Asrai Garden.

Belts by Michelle Rahn.

That’s a Wrap!
TASTEFUL BLING Finding a bridal style
that’s timeless yet stylish, elegant
yet fun, and trendy yet uniquely
you is no easy feat. So how does
Michelle Gertzman, owner of
Chicago boutique Michelle Rahn,

make it look so easy? This season,
she’s spicing up her adorable
dresses with a new collection of
handmade belts that girls are
already going gaga over. “Brides
want a gown that’s simple that
they can add ornamentation to,”
says Gertzman. “Belts are more
glamorous than sashes; they’re
more fashion-forward and a little
more luxurious.” Made from a
combination of semiprecious
stones, pearls, organza, Swarovski
crystals and silver thread (or she
can custom-make one for you
that’s, say, inspired by a family
heirloom), we recommend tying one
on after the ceremony and changing
up your look for the party. “A belt
will make any dress a little more
fun, and add some surprise,” she
says. “Brides want that wow factor.”
$550-$1,400. 211 N. Green St.,
312.243.1919, michellerahn.com.

Picture This
For a classic look that will last a lifetime,
put the fate of your wedding photos in the hands of an artist.
Photographer Jeremy Lawson snaps vintage-inspired pics
that are subdued, timeless and unique. “Brides see themselves
showing the photos to their grandkids, probably the same way
their grandmothers showed them theirs,” says Lawson. “The
muted colors force you to really focus on the subject—the
emotion is that much stronger.” And a constant pro, Lawson
strives to oﬀer each bride and groom the most personalized prints
possible. “It’s the couples that inspire everything I do,” he adds.
“It’s all based on who they are and how they want to remember
the day.” 773.383.6601, jeremylawsonphotography.com.

Best Laid Plan
ORGANIZING ON A BUDGET Marina
Birch, owner of Birch Design
Studio, has a new service
geared toward brides whose
eyes are bigger than their
budget. Sign up for the elite
planner’s Event Style Proﬁle
and Planning Portfolio and
you’ll score three meetings

with Birch, where together
you’ll explore your wedding
ideas and create an execution
plan. Expect suggestions
on ﬂoral designs, lighting,
tabletop décor and vendors,
all elegantly presented across
easy-to-follow storyboards.
$2,500. 1117 N. Dearborn
Pkwy., 312.280.6811,
birchdesignstudio.com.

In the Bag
A CLUTCH THAT TIES IT ALL TOGETHER Just
as Tiﬀany knows diamonds and
Vera Wang the dress, Chicago
designer James Ciccotti’s name
is synonymous with big-day
accessories. Best known for
his Cinderella-worthy shoes,
Ciccotti has also been selling
capsule collections of purses since
1999. His haute handbags, made
exclusively with an Italian silk

satin fabric, are often accented
with Swarovski crystals and boast
sleek, polished nickel frames.
“It’s essential for a wedding bag
to have clean lines and simple
embellishments,” says Ciccotti. “I
ﬁnd that a bride is most elegant
with a simple clutch in a great
shape that doesn’t overpower her
look.” Taking shape in ’10? The
designer’s chic barrel clutches.
$195-$425. 2545 N. Clark St.,
773.525.4280, jamesciccotti.com.

James Ciccotti’s silk satin Tatiana clutch with Swarovski crystals.
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MICHELLE RAHN AND JAMES CICCOTTI PHOTOS BY GREG GILLIS

VINTAGE-INSPIRED PHOTOS

And... Action!
SHORT-FORM VIDEO Videography used to
have a bum rap—well not anymore.
Consider the work of Rogie Cruz,
owner of RAC Visual Imaging,
for example. It’s hard to do it justice
with the printed page—book a
viewing and you’ll get the real
picture—but his short-form wedding
videos (approximately 30 minutes
long) retell your story with a mini
movie that’s got plot arches and

The High Life
ROOM 1520 FOR WEDDINGS Owners Leah

Simply Red

A Euro-chic table set by Debi Lilly.

ROUGE TABLETOP DÉCOR Debi Lilly, chief eventeur at A Perfect Event,

has a knack for romantic wedding décor. Maybe it’s the month
she spends every summer in Paris on the hunt for the next big
trend. All we know is that our jaws dropped when we saw this
reception spread in rich shades of red—from brilliant candy
apple to deep crimson. Set atop a pale aqua cloth, Lilly found
just the right balance for her arrangement of heirloom crystal
compotes and double-mouthed glass bowls ﬁlled with pyramids
of apples, pears and red mokara orchids; cylinder vases housing
black Baccara rose bouquets, and that dramatic bundle of
branches at the center. Straight from the city of love, indeed.
3050 N. Lincoln Ave., 773.244.9333, aperfectevent.com.

Snap, Crackle, Pop!
CHICAGO-CHIC FAVORS
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spot-on composition. “My videos are
cinematic in feel and documentary
in nature,” adds Cruz. And with his
DSLR camera, he can make still
prints, too. Smile! 401 W. Ontario
St., 312.404.4470, racvisual.com.

around windows. Guests will love
gathering around the ﬁeldstone
ﬁreplace while your catering team
puts the two top-of-the-line,
exposed kitchens to good use (think
Imperial ovens and prep tables that
beg for creative food stations). But
wait, there’s more: The Room 1520
group has another, slightly smaller
space called the Cocoa Loft around
the corner on Justine Street (perfect
for parties of about 150). And their
third space, Aerie Loft, is set to
open this summer. 1520 W. Fulton
St., 312.733.4583, room1520.com.
–Lesley L. Stanley

Gimmie the Beet
OUT-OF-THE-ORDINARY SWEETS

Nothing says
Desserts should never be
“Chicago” like
dull. That’s why we love
Garrett’s salty,
the indulgent parfaits by
sweet and savory
Weddings by Blue Plate.
popcorn. At
Our favorite is the beet
least that’s what
ﬂavor. A yummy blend
the smart and
of red beets, chocolate
savvy stylists
brittle gel, raspberry coulis,
A posh parfait
by Blue Plate.
at LOLA Event
cocoa nibs and coconut milk
powder, the layered cups look
Productions (lolaevent
as good as they taste. Want
productions.com) thought
more? Try the West Loop
when they designed
caterer’s mango ginger parfait,
brown paper gift bags
or mix things up with banana
ﬁ lled with the snack.
and chocolate wontons with
Seal ’em with customized
caramel dipping sauce, upsidelabels and bands from
down lemon meringue pies
Anjénu (anjenu.com)
and cheesecake lollipops rolled
and you’ve got yourself
in colored sprinkles. 1061 W.
a pretty parting gift that
won’t get tossed.
Van Buren St., 312.421.6666,
blueplateweddings.com.
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and Stephen Hamilton got it right
when they combined something
old with something new at Room
1520 in the West Loop. Hosting
weddings and events since it opened
last fall, the Sky Loft, located on
the second ﬂoor of the one-time
factory, oozes urban charm. The
5,300-square-foot space features
the building’s original high ceilings,
worn cement pillars, exposed brick
and an outstanding view of the city
through its eight-foot-tall, wrap-

Short-form wedding
videos are all the rage.

Davis Imperial Cleaners.

Nice Packaging
DRESS PRESERVATION The big day is all about the dress. Just don’t forget that
the day after the big day should be, too. (Do you know what church dust
and Champagne can do to silk organza?!) Luckily for brides, there’s Davis
Imperial Cleaners to save the day. The museum-quality preservation shop
hand-cleans and hand-presses every gown before it undergoes a series of
white-glove inspections in the preservation laboratory—the only one of its
kind in the Midwest. Then, when it looks as good as new, they’ll wrap your
dress in pre-washed, chemical-free muslin before storing it in an acid-free,
archival-quality chest (each one is decorated with lace, silk ribbon, cording
and satin roses). All you have to do is make room for the big box in your
closet. 3325 W. Bryn Mawr Ave., 773.267.4560, davisimperial.com.

A PERFECT EVENT TABLE PHOTO BY AVERY HOUSE; PARFAIT PHOTO BY MICHAEL MONAR PHOTOGRAPHY; DAVIS IMPERIAL CLEANERS PHOTO BY BITCRAFTER MEDIA
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